
Foundations for Implementation -  Session 2

What should I do before we get started?

CPM Virtual Learning Series
Welcome!

+ Feel free to test your mic, then mute.  

+ In the Public Chat, what is something you 
found interesting or helpful in the eBook. 

+ If you haven’t already done so, open your 
eBook and enroll using the PIN. 
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Virtual Routines

Join with microphone.

Private Chat Facilitator 
for individual support. 

Share your ideas. 

Be supportive to others.



Tech Tip

Task Card TimeTeams 

EXAMPLE
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Tech Tip

CirculationWhiteboard Tools
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Turn on multi-user white 
board

Read the problem and be 
sure team roles are used. 

Make sure each person is 
represented by a point. 

Resource Manager

Facilitator

Task Manager

Be prepared to describe your 
team’s graph. 

Recorder/Reporter

Team Task:  10 Minutes
1. Introduce yourself to your team.  (2 min) 
2. Assign team roles alphabetically and 

read team role responsibilities. (1 min) 
3. Complete problem 1-2 Getting to Know You (7 min) 

1-2  GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Suppose the graph above represents something about the 
four people in your team. But what is the graph about?  
Decide what information the x- and y-axes could represent so 
that each point represents a different member of your team.  
Justify your statements. You may not use “We are teachers”.

Icebreaker
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Tech Tip

Rejoining your team

1st

2nd
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Team Task:  12 Minutes

1. Read team role responsibility.  (1 min) 
2. Read the assigned Team Norm. (1 min) 
3. Discuss how the team norm supports effective study teams and complete a 

Looks Like - Sounds Like - Feels Like Y-chart on the Google slide deck. (10 min) 

Team Norms

Support the team 
using Google slides.  

Get team started on 
Y-chart. 

Share screen to the 
Google slide deck.

RM

F

T

Be prepared to share 
out in the main room. R/R

Sounds Like Feels  Like 

Looks  Like 

NOTE: You will complete this 
using Google slides. 
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Share Screen

2nd1st



Screen Break
Take a break and walk away from the computer.
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Math Thread
Study Team and Teaching Strategy

Teammates Consult

+ All pencils and calculators are set aside (no writing).

+ Students read the problem or question individually.

+ Individual think time, 1 minute.

+ Teams discuss the problem for clarity.

+ Possible strategies are shared.

+ Teacher gives okay for pencils to be picked up and written work to begin.
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Math Thread 

How does it grow?
CC1 - Lesson 1.1.3
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Tech Tip
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Share Screen
Team Room 

Routines
Join with microphone + 
Webcam (encouraged)

Offer support to team

Private chat facilitator for 
support 

Share your ideas



Math Thread
Team Task:  15 Minutes

1. Read team role responsibility  (1 min) 
2. Conduct a Teammates Consult - Share strategies and initial thinking - How does the pattern grow? (4 min) 
3. As a team, complete Problem 1-15 using the eTool: (10 min)

a. What should the 4th and 5th figures look like?  
b. How can you describe the way the pattern is growing?  Can you find more than one way?
c. How many dots would be in the 10th figure? 
d. How can you describe the 30th figure? Turn on multi-user white board. 

Ensure everyone can access eTool. 

Share your screen to display the 
eTool, after the Teammates Consult.  

Encourage everyone to use color 
when showing growth on the eTool. 
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Lead Teammates Consult. Be sure 
everyone shares. R/R
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Implementation Action Plan
Collaborative Learning Team Brainstorm

Team Task:  5 Minutes
Take turns sharing any prior expertise and new ideas you want to 
remember in order to help you establish study teams and maintain 
classroom and team norms. 
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